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Abstract

As internet network developed rapidly in the past ten years, and its operating environment is constantly changing along with the development of computer and communication technology, the congestion problem has become more and more serious. Since TCP is the primary protocol for transport layers on the internet, the data transmitted via the transport protocol utilizes Vegas Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) as the congestion control algorithm, where it uses increasing in delay round trip time (RTT) as a signal of network congestion. However, this congestion control algorithm will attempt to fill network buffer, which causes an increase in (RTT) determined by Vegas, thereby reducing the congestion window, and making the transmission slower, Therefore Vegas has not been widely adopted on the Internet. In this paper, an improved algorithm called TCP Vegas-A is proposed consist of two parts: the first part is sending the congestion window used by the algorithm for congestion avoidance along with the TTL (Time To Live) mechanism that limits the lifetime of a packet in the network. While the second part of the algorithm is the priority-based packet sending strategy, and jitter is used as a congestion signal indication. The combination of the two is expected to improve the efficiency of congestion detection. A mathematical model is established, and the analysis of the model shows that the algorithm has better effects on controlling congestion and improving the network throughput, decreasing packet loss rate and increasing network utilization, the simulation is done using NS-2 network simulation platform environment and the results support the theoretical analysis.
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خوارزمية محسنة لإدارة الازدحام في الشبكة على أسس التزام والوقت إلى

الآليات حية
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المخرجة:

مع تطور شبكة الإنترنت بسرعة خلال السنوات العشر الماضية، بالإضافة للغير في بيئة تشغيله بشكل سريع، ومع تطور تكنولوجيا الجيوبسات والتضامن، أصبح من الصعب الاتصال عن حل المشكلة الازدحام داخل الشبكة. نظرًا لأن بروتوكول TCP يستخدم في كل البيانات على الإنترنت، فإن البث المتسلسل لراكب الازدحام (Vegas-TCP) في الازدحام، حيث نستخدم الزمان في الازدحام (RTT) كإشارة من الازدحام الشبكة. ومع ذلك نستخدم خوارزمية الازدحام في الازدحام على الشبكة، مما يؤدي إلى زيادة (RTT) في الازدحام على الشبكة، مما يؤدي إلى زيادة. و
1. Introduction

Due to the rapidly development of Internet in recent years, the number of Internet users has also grown rapidly where a great number of users are using excessive resources in a variety of network applications under limited resources and because the Internet is an open environment it cannot limit the number of clients according to the situation of resources. The users began to have some problems, among them, the occurrence of congestion which is a very important problem [1]. Congestion in the network can cause the nodes to drop a lot of data packets, which not only affects the quality of network services but also wastes the precious energy of the nodes, thus shortening the network life cycle. TCP [2] is currently the most commonly used protocol on transport layer in the Internet which includes a congestion control mechanism to guarantee the delivery of packets.

Researchers have recently suggested some solutions to congestion in the network. Literature [3] refers to a congestion control method based on the rate of packet loss and delay to measure congestion. While the mechanisms proposed in the literature [4] divide network congestion into 5 levels based on delay jitter to distinguish between link loss, general congestion, and severe congestion. However, the reliability of the timing delay jitter classification has not verified yet. In literature [5] an analytic expression model for delay and jitter is proposed to detect traffic load, bandwidth and latency in the network, and this model were used in [6] as a metric to evaluate the optimal routing scheme for traffic which is sensible to delay or jitter. On the other hand, the authors in literature [7] made a comparison study between TCP Vegas and other TCP variants on the same network, and find that TCP Vegas achieves better throughput than others. According to [8], [9] TCP Vegas fails to be used on a large scale on the internet is mainly because of the use of TCP Vegas inefficient bandwidth competitiveness. While literature [10] proposed an improved multi-channel congestion control algorithm TCP Vegas based on packet queuing delay. This improved algorithm converts the congestion control problem of a single communication link into load balancing of multiple communication links the problem is that the data packets injected into a congested link can be shunted to other communication links, to achieve the purpose of improving the overall communication link bandwidth utilization.

On the other hand, in literature [11] authors used fluid-flow approximation to analyze the efficiency of the New Reno and Vegas TCP congestion control algorithm on the evolution of congestion window, the probability of packet-loss, and the duration of the queuing. Where TCP Vegas provided a fair service compared with Reno [11]. While in literature [12] authors focused on the efficiency of the actions between TCP Reno and TCP Vegas when they share the same router bottleneck. Where a drop tail and RED algorithm is used on the router and it has been found that the TCP Vegas does not have better drop-tail efficiency due to the difference in router buffer occupation. Authors in [13] show a comparison of the TCP variants used in network congestion control, They took into account the basis of different performance metrics include queue dimension, throughput, and packet delay rate. Within a low-cohesive network, Reno gives the best results than TCP Vegas.

For the problems of the above network congestion control and avoidance mechanism, this paper proposes an improved congestion avoidance algorithm for TCP Vegas, through sending data after sending the congestion window, and the priority-based number is used to send data in the current window according to the packet scheduling strategy, while jitter and TTL were used as a congestion indicator.

2. Materials and Methodology

An improved algorithm called TCP Vegas-A to avoid congestion in network nodes is proposed. The algorithm contains the congestion avoidance mechanism based on sending congestion window allocation and TTL to prevent local congestion. Table (1) cites the four stages of congestion control. While the important factors used by the algorithm are shown in Figure (1).
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As it’s known that not all packets in a data stream have the same delay, and the delay of each packet varies with the status of the transmit network, if the network is not congested, there is no queue on the router and the total delay is composed of the line delay and propagation delay of each packet, Hence, network delay is the smallest at this time. If network congestion occurs, Queuing delay can affect end-to-end delay and cause changes in the delay of packets transmitted through the same link. The degree of change in the packet delay is called jitter. So, when a packet jitter become larger and larger, it can be considered that the network has potential congestion risks. The calculation of packet movement can use the following method:

For a specific data packet, we define the following parameters:

- \( S(K) = \) the time when the sender generates the \( K \)th packet.
- \( R(K) = \) the time when the \( K \)th packet is received by the receiver.
- \( D(K) = \) the delay difference between packet \( K \) and packet \( K-1 \).

In this way, the end-to-end network delay of the \( K \)th packet is \( R(K)-S(K) \).

From this we can get:

\[
D(K) = (R(K) - S(K)) - (R(K-1) - S(K-1)) = (R(K) - R(K-1)) - (S(K) - S(K-1)).
\]

If the network is not congested, then the value of \( D(K) \) from eq. (1) is 0; otherwise, \( D(K) \) is not 0 and gradually increase.

In a network that uses TCP Vegas-A as a congestion control algorithm, if congestion is detected on a routing node and the TTL of the arriving packet is relatively large, it means that the packet is relatively close to the source and is far from the receiver. At this time the delay jitter can be used as a warning sign of network congestion. So when the packet jitter is large, the network can be considered to be blocked. At this time, an ICMP - Source Quench message is generated (ISQ) to be sent to the source to inform the sender to adjust its sending rate in time, ISQ packets can be quickly forwarded to the source through few forwarding’s so that it will not cause great pressure on the reverse link. When the sender receives the feedback of the receiver’s loss event rate, it can calculate the rate and adjust the sending rate according to the calculated value. Also, delay jitter must be calculated. If there is no packet loss, determine whether the jitter is too large and adjust the sending rate. If the jitter is small, the size of the congestion window is increased by 1 for each returned acknowledgment packet: if the jitter is too large, the window size is \( 1 / \text{cwnd} \) for each acknowledgment packet received.

One of the tasks of the receiver is to allow the sender to calculate the RTT (Round Trip Delay time of the data packet) through feedback. When the connection starts the sender will use the RTT calculated for the first segment sent. And it will keep calculating RTT every pre-specified time (500ms) [14]. Another and most important task for the receiver is to calculate the loss removing event rate and feed it back to the sender, where it can calculate the rate and adjust the sending rate according to the calculated value. Also, it will calculate the packet delay. Each time the receiver makes feedback, it adds the sequence number of the most recently received message and the time the message was received. In this way, the sender can calculate the RTT time.

On the other hand, if the TTL is relatively small, it means that the packet has been transmitted for a long time, the algorithm assumes that the packet will soon reach the receiver, then a throughput (TH) parameter is calculated form eq. (2), when the TTL is greater than TH, the algorithm use ICMP - Source Quench message to warn the sender of the situation of congestion within the network.

For a single connection, according to the formula given by S. Floyd in [15], the maximum throughput is:

\[
\text{TH} \leq \frac{1.5 \sqrt{2Th + B}}{R \sqrt{p}} \quad \ldots (2)
\]

Where, \( B \) is the packet size (the default is 512 byte), \( R \) is an RTT, and \( p \) is the average packet loss rate.

---

### Table (1): The four phases of the congestion control algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>phase-1</td>
<td>slow start algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phase-2</td>
<td>congestion avoidance algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phase-3</td>
<td>fast retransmission algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phase-4</td>
<td>fast recovery algorithm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Figure (1): Common factors used in congestion control

The algorithm was proposed based on the survival period of the packet to shorten the delay on the network without causing great pressure on the reverse link. TTL which refers to the maximum age of the packet and represented by a byte in the header of the Internet layer, it will be tested at the beginning of each transmission to determine whether the packet will be forwarded or discard one by one. Each time a packet travels by a router, the TTL value decreases by 1. If the value of TTL reaches 0, the packet is dropped and an ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) packet is sent to the original sender. The algorithm uses this feature of the packet to classify the packet and process it in different ways.
The simulation is realized with the NS-2 network simulation platform. The experimental topology is shown in figure (2). Where TCP proxy is running on source 1 (S1), the data source is P, and it is running on destination 1 (D1). After running the TCP link, it returns an ACK confirmation packet after receiving the TCP packet. Figure (2) shows the simulation network, while table (2) shows simulation parameters.
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**Table 2:** Simulation Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP Protocol</td>
<td>TCP Vegas and TCP Vegas-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP Packet Size</td>
<td>1000 byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access Link Delay</td>
<td>1 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link rate between nodes</td>
<td>10 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link rate between R1 and R2</td>
<td>1 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Congestion Window Size</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>60s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and Discussion

The experimental results show that the average throughput rate of TCP Vegas is 148.32 packets/second, and the average throughput rate of TCP Vegas-A is 161.78 packets/second, means that Vegas-A has better TCP friendliness. The average packet delay of TCP Vegas is 2.3920 (100ms), while it’s 1.3434 (100ms) in TCP Vegas-A, this showing that the queuing delay in TCP Vegas-A is not increased much. Calculating packet jitter at the receiving end of TCP Vegas and TCP Vegas-A, the jitter of TCP Vegas is 0.0966 ms, while the jitter of TCP Vegas-A is 0.0152 ms which is about 8% lower than the jitter of TCP Vegas, it can be seen that TCP Vegas-A is more suitable for data transmission. A comparison between Vegas and Vegas-A is shown in Table (3).
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**Table (3):** Comparison of two algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Average Throughput (packet/s)</th>
<th>Average Packet Delay (100ms)</th>
<th>Average Packet Jitter (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCP Vegas-A</td>
<td>161.78</td>
<td>1.3434</td>
<td>0.0152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP Vegas</td>
<td>148.32</td>
<td>2.3920</td>
<td>0.0966</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from the table (3) that TCP Vegas-A is higher in throughput than TCP Vegas, it is about 13.46 packets / s, and it is about 1(100 ms) and 0.08 ms lower in packet delay and packet jitter respectively than TCP Vegas. This shows that under the condition of guaranteeing certain service quality, TCP Vegas-A is effectively controlled the network congestion, also takes into account the friendliness and fairness of TCP services.

4. Conclusions

This paper proposes a new congestion avoidance algorithm called TCP Vegs-A. The algorithm is analyzed by a simplified mathematical model and the feasible basis of the algorithm is given. The algorithm implemented in NS-2 network simulation platform, and the expected results are achieved, the simulation results show that through the estimation of jitter and TTL improves the effective throughput, reduces the average delay of the network and effectively avoiding the network packet loss caused by the overflow of the flush area. The detection of potential congestion hazards in the network further improves the efficiency of network transmission.
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